Summary

It is not possible to understand the etiology of hypertension without considering the role of inheritance. Epidemiological evidence indicates that the development of high blood pressure in the population at large depends on the interaction of different types of genes and several environmental influences. The sources of genetic variation in blood pressure distribution are polygenes, polymorphic genes, and dominant idiomorphic genes. The main environmental sources are weight gain, excess salt (Na) intake, and psychosocial stress. Only those individuals with a specific genetic predisposition may develop high blood pressure when exposed to excessive environmental influences. (Hypertension 3 (suppl II): 11-191-11-194, 1981)
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There is universal acknowledgment that it is not possible to study the etiology of essential hypertension without considering the role of inheritance. Unfortunately, a genetic approach to this problem has been hampered by the fact that not a single deleterious recurrent mutation has been detected in the structural idiomorphic genes which synthesize the enzymes of the renin angiotensin-aldosterone and kallikrein-kinin systems in mammals. Similarly, physiologists and biochemists have been unable to discover a single polymorphic genetic system that relates to blood pressure (BP) regulation. Thus, unable to obtain a direct approach to the genetic sources, geneticists have used indirect epidemiological methods to investigate the genetics of BP in human populations.

Models

Polygenic Model

The epidemiological evidence currently available indicates that the development of high BP in the population at large depends on the interaction of several genetic and environmental influences. The sources of genetic variation of the BP phenotype originate from polygenes, polymorphic genes, and possibly idiomorphic genes. The sources of ecological or environmental variation originate mainly from weight gain, salt (Na) intake, and psychosocial stress. All the genes may be grouped and explained on the basis of a polygenic model.

Polygenic or multifactorial inheritance of a quantitative trait assumes that multiple factors, both inherited and acquired and acting independently, lead to a distribution that is correlated in relatives of patients. The distribution is continuous in the population at large and is the expression of interaction of “minor” or “common” genes and multiple environmental factors.

The degree of quantitative resemblance (correlation and regression coefficients) among relatives is proportional to the number of genes in common shared by all the individuals within the family.

The polygenic evidence is the following: 1) the distribution of levels of BP in relatives of hypertensive patients, compared with controls, shows that the relatives of hypertensives have significant higher mean blood BP levels at all ages than the relatives of controls. 2) After suitable adjustment for age and sex, it has been found that the tendency of the first degree relatives of hypertensive patients to resemble one another is the same at all levels of BP from the lowest to the highest ranges. The higher the pressure of the patient, the higher the pressure of the relative. 3) The degree of BP resemblance between relatives is a function of the corresponding degree of parentage. First-degree relatives (parents and sibling) show higher correlations and regression coefficients than the second-degree (uncles and grandparents) and third-degree (cousin) relatives.

All the correlation studies of BP between relatives have found low degrees of resemblance around $r = 0.20$, against an expected 0.50 for total genetic determination. This familial aggregation is present early in life; the maternal infant correlation at birth is also 0.20. This resemblance is maintained with increasing age until adulthood, with a “tracking coeffi-
cient” near 0.70. In multivariate analysis, this familial coefficient of resemblance is maintained independently of the influence of environmental factors. Consequently, the polygenic evidence is supported by a constant, continuous, and permanent genetic determination detected throughout life.

Monogenic Model

The hypothesis that BP is inherited as a graded characteristic (minor genes) does not exclude the possibility that major genes (polymorphic and idiomorphic) may affect its continuous distribution. Analysis of the genetic variance of BP distribution within families shows that correlation between siblings \((r_{ss})\) is higher than between parents and offspring \((r_{ps})\). According to quantitative genetic theory, this fact demonstrates that a high proportion of the genetic component of BP variability is due to dominance. This suggests that there may be few genes involved in determining BP distribution, since a consistent dominant effect of many genes seems unlikely.10 11

The hypothesis that there are few dominant genes influencing BP distribution has been recently demonstrated with the discovery of abnormal cation fluxes in the red cells of patients with essential hypertension. It has been demonstrated that red cells of essential hypertensives showed a low ratio of Na-extrusion to potassium uptake,12 and exchanged lithium for Na more rapidly than normals.13 These abnormalities are inherited according to a dominant pattern in the families of hypertensive patients.

This genetic evidence is also supported by recent studies on the genetic influence played by the renin-angiotensin-aldosterone system on the control of Na balance. Following Na load, relatives of hypertensives differed from controls in that they had higher BP levels, greater plasma renin activity values, and sluggish natriuretic responses. A measurable and significant influence of genetic variance is evident.14

There exist many polymorphic genes whose effect upon the level of BP can be detected by marker phenotypic analysis. Associations between polymorphic genes and BP have been detected along all the range of the genome in the following chromosomes: Chromosome 1 (Rhesus), Chromosome 2 (MN), Chromosome 6 (HLA and C3), Chromosome 7 (Kell), Chromosome 9 (ABO) and Chromosome 16 (Gm).15-17 A true association between genes and BP implies a genetic involvement in BP variability, but not genetic linkage. Nonindependence of traits in a population is merely association, whereas linkage implies that the transmission of the two traits from parent to child is not independent. Association is an attribute of genes; linkage is an attribute of loci.18 The association method has no power to distinguish between mono- and polygenic transmission.

Environmental Factors

The multiplicity of environmental factors such as nutritional, psychological, and social, acting simultaneously, makes it very difficult to determine the effect of a single factor on BP variability. Nevertheless, after half a century of epidemiological research, a consensus has been reached that the following main environmental influences may predict the rise of BP in the human population at large: a) weight gain, b) Na intake, and c) psychosocial stress.19 20

Weight Gain

The experimental evidence of weight gain showed that the correlation between BP and weight is highly significant in all types of human societies, geographical regions, ages, and sexes. Moreover, longitudinal studies demonstrated that individuals who gain more weight show a greater BP and weight reduction is accompanied by a fall in high BP. Finally, in multivariate analysis of correlations between different parameters and BP, weight maintains the highest significance.

Na Intake

The influence of Na is demonstrated by the fact that an excess of salt intake induced hypertension in genetically susceptible individuals. There is a correlation between average daily Na intake and prevalence of hypertension in world populations. In primitive peoples, the prevalence of hypertension is inversely correlated with the degree of Na intake, and Na restriction and diuretic therapy reduced high BP.20 21

Nevertheless, there are some facts that are against the lines of evidence: 1) investigations of Na intake within populations has failed to demonstrate a correlation between Na intake and an individual’s BP; 2) excessive-Na intake does not have a significant effect on the rise of BP in rats and men; 3) other elements such as calcium, cadmium, potassium, and lithium also have significant effects in BP variability.22 23 The separate effects of these elements has not yet been disentangled.

Psychosocial Stress

The effect of short-term psychosocial stress on BP distribution was clearly demonstrated with the emigration of British soldiers from their peaceful Britain to the desert warfare in Africa during World War II. Their mean diastolic arterial pressure increased from 75.8 to 90 mm Hg, and more than 40% of the soldiers became hypertensives (BP > 95 mm Hg).24 25

The possible effect of long-term psychosocial stress on BP variability has been detected during the process of migration of primitive peoples to Western civilization. Certain isolated small communities living in peaceful ecological niches showed an absence of hypertension. When these people migrated to developed cultures, they were subjected to the stress of new environments and developed hypertension. On the contrary, those individuals who remained in their native land remained normotensive.21 26-28

Studies of migrant populations have shown that weight gain and Na intake are also correlated to psy-
chosocial stress and BP. In primitive peoples both BP and weight did not rise with age. They had a habitual low Na intake (no-salt cultures) and a low calorie intake. In their new environments, the migrants simultaneously increased their BP, their Na intake, and their weight. Investigations are in progress trying to disentangle the single effects of these three main environmental factors of BP variability. Genetic Environmental Interaction

If the genetic effect upon BP is conditioned by environmental factors, then greater differences in BP might be expected between blood group phenotypes at certain loci in migrants than in non migrants. The evidence is the following: 1) in a single locus analysis, NN phenotypes showed higher BP increase than MM phenotypes, when natives of Easter Island and Altiplano migrated to civilization, and 2) in a two-loci analysis of blood group Rhesus and Kell, double heterozygotes CcKk gave significant interaction effects between migrants and nonmigrants of Tecumseh, Michigan.

This evidence is supported by the method of path analysis which showed that there is an increasing degree of genetic determination in the migrants indicating a subpopulation of genetically predisposed “responders” to the changes in the new environment.

**Figure 1. Genetic environmental model for the explanation of essential hypertension.**

Conclusion

Figure 1 summarizes the genetic environmental model to explain the etiology of essential hypertension. The basic hypothesis is that the hereditable component, a complex genetic predisposition, is expressed only when high risk genotypes are exposed to excessive environmental (ecological) influences. Three types of genes are the sources of genetic variability. Polygenes operate quantitatively. Polymorphic genes, distributed along the entire genome show the extent of genetic participation. Idiomorphic genes, probably acting as dominant and controlling Na transport, operate qualitatively in the hypertensive segment of BP distribution.
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